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Abstract. Hyperproperties are becoming the, de facto, standard for
reasoning about systems executions. They differ from classical trace
properties since they are represented by sets of sets of executions instead
of sets of executions. In this paper, we extend and lift the hierarchy of
semantics developed in 2002 by P. Cousot in order to cope with verifica-
tion of hyperproperties. In the standard hierarchy, semantics at different
levels of abstraction are related with each other by abstract interpre-
tation. In the same spirit, we propose an hyperhierarchy of semantics
adding a new, more concrete, hyper level. The semantics defined at this
hyper level are suitable for hyperproperties verification. Furthermore, all
the semantics in the hyperhierarchy (the standard and the hyper ones)
are still related by abstract interpretation.

1 Introduction

Since its origin in 1977, abstract interpretation [8] has been widely used, implic-
itly or explicitly, to describe and formalize approximate computations in many
different areas of computer science, from its very beginning use in formaliz-
ing (compile-time) program analysis frameworks to more recent applications in
model checking, program verification, comparative semantics, data and SW se-
curity, malware detection, code obfuscation, etc. When reasoning about systems
executions a key point is the degree of approximation given by the choice of the
semantics used to represent computations. In this direction, comparative seman-
tics consists in comparing semantics at different levels of abstraction, always by
abstract interpretation [7, 18]. The choice of the semantics is a key point, not
only for finding the desirable trade-off between precision and decidability of pro-
gram analysis in terms, for instance, of property verification, but also because
not all the semantics are suitable for proving any possible property of interest.
This means that the property to verify necessarily affect the semantics we have
to choose for modeling the system to analyze. For instance, if we are interested
in a property which is not a safety property [2], then we have necessarily to
consider a semantics able to approximate the whole computation (not only the
past of a computation), as static analysis does. While, when we are interested
in safety property then we have to consider a safety abstraction of the semantics
[13, 19]. Analogously, if we have to characterize slices (extraction of executable



code sub-fragments of a program [21]) of potentially non-terminating programs
then we need a semantics able to characterize also what happens after loops [17].

These were only examples, but in general new (classes of) properties of in-
terest may induce the necessity of defining new semantics, i.e., new semantic
models for computational systems. In particular, we observed that hyperproper-
ties, namely sets of properties, recently gained more and more interest due to
their capability to capture program features that cannot be caught by classical
properties, namely features that cannot be characterized by a predicate defined
on single computations. For instance, information flow properties can be verified
only by comparing sets of computations, hence they are hyperproperties, and not
properties in the standard sense. Hence, what we propose here is a general for-
mal framework for comparing semantics including the so-called hypersemantics,
modeling programs as sets of sets of computations, since we need such a more
concrete observation of systems computations in order to verify, potentially by
using approximation, hyperproperties. The framework we propose is indeed an
extension of the Cousot hierarchy of semantics [7] enriched with an hyper level,
where still all the semantics are compared by abstract interpretation. Moreover,
we show that at least two existing program analysis approaches (one recent ap-
proach for information flow analysis [3] and standard program static analysis
[9]) can be included or compared in our framework.

2 Transition Systems, Semantics and Approximations

In this section, we introduce the hierarchy of semantics (both definition and
costruction of semantics) proposed by Cousot [7], from which we move towards
the hyperlevel. In this way, while providing a formal framework for hyperseman-
tics we can formally prove its relation with the standard semantics framework.

2.1 Trace Semantics of Systems

We reason about semantics of systems independently from systems themselves.
Let S be the set of possible denotations of states of (computational) systems. The
concrete semantics of a system P is given by the transition system 〈Σ,Υ,Ω, τ〉,
where Σ ⊆ S is the set of possible states of P , Υ ⊆ Σ is the set of all ini-
tial states of P , τ ⊆ Σ × Σ is the transition relation between states of P , and
Ω ⊆ Σ is the set of blocking/final states of P , i.e., those states σ such that
∀σ′ ∈ Σ . 〈σ, σ′〉 /∈ τ . For instance, a system could be any program written in
a programming language, the state denotations could be any possible mappings
from program variables to values and the transition system is given by the op-
erational semantics of the language.

The executions of a system are modeled by sequences of transitions [7]. The

set S~n def
= [0, n) 7→ S, n ∈ N, is the set of finite sequences s = s0s1 . . . sn−1 of

length |s| = n over S. The set of finite non-empty sequences is S ~+ def
=
⋃

0<n<ω S~n.
The set S~ω def

= N 7→ S contains infinite sequences s = s0s1 . . . of length |s| = ω
over S. The set of non-empty sequences is S ~∞ def

= S ~+ ∪ S~ω. The empty sequence



is ε. Given s, s′ ∈ S ~∞, s′ can be appended to s iff s|s|−1 = s′0 and their append
is s _ s′

def
= s0s1 . . . s|s|−1s

′
1s
′
2 . . . s

′
|s′|−1 [7]. Given a system P , Σ ~∞ ⊆ S ~∞ is the

set of all sequences on the states Σ of P , analogous for Σ~+ ⊆ S ~+ and Σ~ω ⊆ S~ω.
An execution (trace) of a system P is a sequence of states in Σ where ad-

jacent elements are in τ . τ ~̇n
def
= {σ ∈ Σ~n | ∀i ∈ [0, n− 1) . 〈σi, σi+1〉 ∈ τ} are the

finite traces of length n, while the set of finite blocking traces of length n is
τ~n

def
= {σ ∈ Σ~n | σn−1 ∈ Ω ∧ ∀i ∈ [0, n− 1) . 〈σi, σi+1〉 ∈ τ}.
The maximal finite trace semantics (set of blocking/terminating executions)

is τ ~+
def
=
⋃

0<n<ω τ
~n. The infinite trace semantics (set of non-blocking/non-

terminating executions) is τ~ω
def
= {σ ∈ Σ~ω | ∀i ∈ N . 〈σi, σi+1〉 ∈ τ}. The maximal

trace semantics is τ ~∞
def
= τ ~+∪τ~ω [7]. In the following, in order to avoid ambiguity,

we can make explicit the system, e.g., we can write τ ~∞[P ] instead of just τ ~∞ in
order to denote the maximal trace semantics of P .

2.2 Fixpoint Semantics Approximation

A semantics T is said to be constructive, i.e., expressible in fixpoint form, if
there exists a fixpoint semantic specification 〈F,D,4〉, where 〈D,4,∨,⊥〉 is a
partially ordered set with (partially defined) least upper bound ∨ and minimum
⊥ (usually at least a DCPO1), F : D −→ D is 4-monotone and iteratable2 and

T = lfp4⊥F = F δ, where δ is the least ordinal such that F δ = F (F δ) and F δ is
equal to

∨
n≤δ F

n(⊥) [14].

Consider now the semantic specifications 〈F,D,4〉, 〈F̄ , D̄, 4̄〉, and suppose
that 〈D,4〉, 〈D̄, 4̄〉 form a Galois connection3, by means of the functions α :

D
m−→ D̄ (abstraction) and γ : D̄

m−→ D (concretization), namely α and γ are ad-
joint functions. When the semantics is expressed in fixpoint form, we can derive
an abstract fixpoint semantics by abstraction of a concrete one, or vice versa. The
Kleenian fixpoint approximation theorem [7], requires abstraction soundness, i.e.,
α◦F 4̄ F̄ ◦α, guaranteeing fixpoint approximation, i.e., α(lfp4⊥F ) 4̄ lfp4̄⊥̄F̄ . The
(in the following called backward) Kleenian fixpoint transfer theorem [7] requires
completeness, i.e., α◦F = F̄ ◦α, guaranteeing the fixpoint transfer from concrete
to abstract domain, i.e., α(lfp4⊥F ) = lfp4̄⊥̄F̄ .

Suppose now we are interested in transferring the fixpoint from an abstract
domain to the concrete one4. Unfortunately, the completeness requirement ob-
served in the abstract domain (called backward), i.e., α ◦ F = F̄ ◦ α, is not the

1 A DCPO is a poset where it exists the least upper bound of every directed subset.
2 A function F over D is said iteratable if the transfinite iterates of F from ⊥ are well

defined. The transfinite iterates of F from ⊥ are F 0 = ⊥ and F δ+1 = F (F δ) for
successor ordinals δ + 1 and F ζ =

∨
δ<ζ F

δ for limit ordinals ζ.
3 α, γ form a Galois connection between concrete 〈D,4〉 and abstract 〈D̄, 4̄〉 domains,

denoted 〈D,4〉 −−−→←−−−α
γ
〈D̄, 4̄〉, if ∀c ∈ D, a ∈ D̄ . α(c) 4̄ a⇔ c 4 γ(a). If α ◦ γ = idD̄

then they form a Galois insertion, denoted 〈D,4〉 −−−→−→←−−−−
α

γ
〈D̄, 4̄〉.

4 This direction does not change anything in the approximation case, since the sound-
ness requirement is equivalent also when we check it on the concrete, i.e., α◦F 4̄ F̄ ◦α
iff F ◦ γ 4 γ ◦ F̄ .



same as checking completeness on the concrete domain (called forward), i.e.,
F ◦ γ = γ ◦ F̄ . In order to transfer fixpoints from abstract to concrete we need
precisely the latter direction. In this case, we provide the forward version of the
Kleenian fixpoint transfer theorem.

Theorem 1 (Forward Kleenian fixpoint transfer). Suppose that 〈F,D,4〉
and 〈F̄ , D̄, 4̄〉 are concrete and abstract fixpoint semantics specifications. Let
γ : D̄ −→ D be a strict Scott-continuous5 concretization function. If γ ◦ F̄ = F ◦γ
(forward completeness) then γ(lfp4̄⊥̄F̄ ) = lfp4⊥F .

In the abstract interpretation framework, it is well known that the Kleenian
fixpoint approximation trivially hold when F̄ is the best correct approximation
(bca) of F , i.e., F̄ = α◦F ◦γ. Hence, we look for a similar characterization in the
dual case. In particular, we look for a systematic way to retrieve a concrete se-
mantics which best represents a given abstract function. Exploiting the “duality
principle” of abstract interpretation [10] we can obtain the best correct con-
cretization as F

def
= γ ◦ F̄ ◦ α. Then we still trivially have that γ(lfp<̄⊥̄F̄ ) < lfp<⊥F

and lfp<̄⊥̄F̄ <̄ α(lfp<⊥F ). Moreover, in a Galois insertion settings, it is always
possible to derive a complete (backward and forward) concretisation, called best
complete concretisation, of a given abstract semantics:

Theorem 2 (Best Complete Concretization). Let 〈D,4〉 and 〈D̄, 4̄〉 be
partially ordered sets such that 〈D,4〉 −−−→−→←−−−−

α

γ
〈D̄, 4̄〉. Let F̄ : D̄

m−→ D̄ and F bcc =
γ ◦ F̄ ◦ α. Then D̄ is both backward and forward complete for F bcc.

Note that F̄ is exactly the bca of F bcc in D̄, indeed F bccbca
= α ◦ F bcc ◦

γ = α ◦ γ ◦ F̄ ◦ α ◦ γ = F̄ . Hence, given an abstract function F̄ it is possible
to derive a concrete function F , for which F̄ is an approximation, such that
α(lfp4⊥F ) = lfp4̄⊥̄F

] and lfp4⊥F = γ(lfp4̄⊥̄F̄ ).

2.3 Standard Hierarchy of Semantics

In [7] the author showed that many well-known semantics can be computed
as abstract interpretations of the maximal trace semantics, and they can be
organized in a hierarchy. For instance, the relational semantics τ∞ associates
an input/output relation with system traces by using the ⊥ symbol to denote
non-termination, while denotational semantics τ \ gives semantics by considering
input/output functions. Each semantics (said to be in natural style) have three
different abstractions, for instance the angelic abstraction, which observes only
finite computations, e.g., the angelic trace semantics τ ~+ observes only finite
traces, while the angelic relational semantics τ+ and the angelic denotational
semantics τ [ the corresponding relations and functions. In [7] the author consider
also several other semantics but, in sake of simplicity, we focus only in the subset
of the hierarchy depicted in Fig. 1, on the left. Another useful semantics is partial

5 A function f is said Scott-continuous if preserves the least upper bound of directed
subsets of X and it is said strict if f(⊥) = ⊥.
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Fig. 1. A part of the standard hierarchy of semantics with its hyper counterparts

trace semantics (finite prefixes of computations, starting from initial states):
τ ~∝ =

⋃
0<n<ω{σ ∈ τ ~̇n | σ0 ∈ Υ} [12].

Furthermore, these semantics can all be computed by fixpoint of a mono-
tone operator over an ordered domain [7, 12]. In this case, it is not always pos-
sible to obtain semantics by fixpoint w.r.t. the standard inclusion order (⊆),
also called the approximation order. In fact, in some cases the fixpoint oper-
ator is not monotone on the approximation order, and therefore we have to
define a computational order forcing monotonicity, and therefore convergence
of the fixpoint operator. For instance, the maximal trace semantics of P can
be computed as: τ ~∞ = lfpv

~∞

⊥ ~∞F
~∞, where F ~∞ : ℘(Σ ~∞) −→ ℘(Σ ~∞) is defined

as F ~∞ def
= λX . τ

~1 ∪ (τ
~̇2 _X), which is monotone on the computational order

X v ~∞ Y
def
= ((X ∩Σ~+) ⊆ (Y ∩Σ~+))∧ (X ∩Σ~ω) ⊇ (Y ∩Σ~ω)) (the corresponding

lub is
⊔ ~∞

Xi
def
=
⋃

(Xi ∩Σ~+)∪
⋂

(Xi ∩Σ~ω) and ⊥ ~∞ def
= Σ~ω). As far as the partial

semantics is concerned, the semantics operator is computed as: τ ~∝ = lfp⊆∅F
~∝,

where F ~∝ : ℘(Σ~+) −→ ℘(Σ~+) is defined as F ~∝ def
= λX . Υ ∪ (X _ τ

~̇2), which is
monotone on the standard approximation order (⊆) [12].

Example 1. Let P
def
= l := 4; if (h = 1) then l := 2h else while (true)do {l := 6}, and

let us denote states as maps between variables to values ([n,m] means l 7→ n,
h 7→ m). Maximal trace semantics τ ~∞[P ] and relational semantics τ∞[P ] are:

τ ~∞[P ] =
{

[n, 1][4, 1][2, 1], [4, 1][2, 1], [2, 1], [n,m][4,m][6,m]ω
∣∣ n ∈ N,m ∈ N \ {1}

}
τ∞[P ] =

{
〈[n, 1], [2, 1]〉, 〈[4, 1][2, 1]〉, 〈[2, 1], [2, 1]〉, 〈[n,m],⊥〉

∣∣ n ∈ N,m ∈ N \ {1}
}

3 Hyperproperties

In the security context, there are policies that can be expressed as trace prop-
erties, like access control, and others which cannot, like non-interference. In this
latter case, it is necessary to specify it as an hyperproperty. Intuitively, a prop-
erty is defined exclusively in terms of individual executions and, in general, do



not specify a relation between different executions of the system. Instead, an hy-
perproperty specifies the set of sets of system executions allowed by the security
policy, therefore expressing relations between executions. In [5] it is stated that
in order to formalize security policies, it is sufficient to consider hyperproperties.
This means that hyperproperties are able to define every possible security policy
(this is true for systems modeled as set of states traces).

In this section, we introduce the notion of hyperproperty ([5]), i.e., a set of
sets of executions. In the original formulation, systems are modeled by non-empty
sets of infinite traces, where terminating executions are modeled by repeating
the final state of the trace an infinite number of times [5]. In our work, we will
reason about hyperproperties keeping generality, so we are not restricted to only
infinite sequences.

Safety Hyperproperties [5]. In the context of trace properties, a particular
kind of properties are safety ones [2], expressing the fact that “nothing bad
happens”. These properties are interesting because they depend only on the
history/past of single executions, meaning that safety properties are dynamically
monitorable [2]. Similarly, safety hyperproperties (or hypersafety) are the lift to
sets of safety properties. This means that, for each set of executions that is not
in a safety hyperproperty, there exists a finite prefix set of finite executions (the
“bad thing”) which cannot be extended for satisfying the property.

Another particular class of hyperproperties are the k-safety hyperproperties
(or k-hypersafety). They are safety hyperproperties in which the “bad thing”
never involves more than k executions [5]. This means that it is possible to check
the violation of a k-hypersafety just observing a set of k executions (note that
1-hypersafeties are exactly safety properties). This is important for verification,
in fact, it is possible to reduce the verification of a k-hypersafety on system P to
the verification of a safety on the self-composed systems P k [5]. Furthermore, lots
of interesting security policies can be formalized as k-hypersafety; for instance,
some definitions of non-interference are 2-hypersafety.

The topic of hyperproperties verification is quite new. Besides the reduction
to safety, in [1] the authors introduce a runtime refutation methods for k-safety,
based on a three-valued logic. Similarly, [4, 15] define hyperlogics, i.e., extensions
of temporal logic able to quantify over multiple traces. The use of abstract
interpretation in hyperproperties verification is limited to [3], analyzed in Sect. 7.

4 Verifying Hyperproperties

In this section, we deal with hyperproperties verification. Here, by verification
we mean both validation, i.e., checking whether a system fulfills the property,
and confutation, i.e., checking whether a system does not fulfill the property. It
is well known that we cannot always answer to both these problems precisely.

Consider the set of state denotations S and a set D of all possible executions
of any system P on states S. The execution of a system could be a sequence
(finite or infinite), a pair, etc., of elements in S, depending on how we mean



to represent computations. In the following, given a system P , we denote by
JP K ⊆ D a generic semantics of P , parametric on the executions domain D. For
instance, if D = S ~∞ then we consider the maximal trace semantics of P , i.e.,
JP K = τ ~∞, while if D = S×S then we consider the angelic relational semantics of
P , i.e., JP K = τ+. Usually, a trace property is modeled as the set of all executions
satisfying it. Hence, let P ⊆ D be such a property, then it is well known that
a system P satisfies P, denoted as P |= P, iff JP K ⊆ P. Hence, by definition,
P is fulfilled for a system P iff P is fulfilled for each one of its executions, i.e.,
P |= P iff ∀s ∈ JP K . s ∈ P (validation). This is quite useful because in order to
disprove that a system fulfills a trace property we just need one counterexample,
i.e., P 6|= P iff ∃s ∈ JP K . s 6∈ P (confutation). We denote by TRCPD the set of all
trace properties, i.e., ℘(D). For instance, trace properties in ℘(D), for D = S ~∞,

are termination Term
def
= S ~+ and Evenl

def
= {s ∈ S ~∞ | ∀i > 0 . si(l) even} (saying

that variable l is always even after initialization). Note that, the program in
Example 1 satisfies Evenl but not Term, since τ ~∞[P ] ⊆ Evenl, while τ ~∞[P ] 6⊆ Term.

For hyperproperties, the satisfiability relation changes from set-inclusion to
set-membership [5], namely P |= Hp iff JP K ∈ Hp.

4.1 Hyperproperties Verification

As introduced in Sect. 2, hyperproperties are sets of sets of executions, hence the
domain of hyperproperties is ℘(℘(D)). We denote by GENHD the set of all (generic)
hyperproperties, i.e., ℘(℘(D)). Similarly to what happens for trace properties,
we characterize hyperproperty validation as:

P |= Hp ∈ GENHD ⇔ JP K ∈ Hp ⇔ {JP K} ⊆ Hp

This means that the strongest hyperproperty of a system P is JP K♦
def
= {JP K} [6],

since every hyperproperty of P is implied by, i.e., include, JP K♦. An example
of a generic hyperproperty for D = S ~∞ is generalized non-interference GNI

def
=

{X ⊆ ℘(D) | ∀s, s′ ∈ X ∃s̄ ∈ X . (s̄` =H s` ∧ s̄ ≈L s
′)} [5], stating that, for

each pair s, s′ of executions there exists an interleaving one s̄ which agrees with
s on private variables (H) in input (`) and with s′ on public variables (L)6. The
program in Example 1 do not satisfy GNI, since τ ~∞[P ] /∈ GNI.

At this point, we wonder whether we can use standard semantics for verifying,
at least, a subset of hyperproperties. Let us consider the following restriction.

Definition 1 (Trace hyperproperty). tHp ∈ GENHD is called trace hyperprop-
erty if tHp = ℘(

⋃
tHp), i.e., if 〈tHp,⊆,∪,∩,∅,

⋃
tHp〉 is a boolean algebra7.

We denote with TRCHD the set of all trace hyperproperties, i.e., TRCHD is the set
{tHp ∈ GENHD | ℘(

⋃
tHp) = tHp}. Hence, we have validation as

P |= tHp ∈ TRCHD ⇔ {{s} | s ∈ JP K} ⊆ tHp ⇔ ∀s ∈ JP K . {s} ∈ tHp

6 Note that =H is an equivalence on states while ≈L is on traces.
7 A boolean algebra is a complemented (each x ∈ X has complement y ∈ X: x∧y = ⊥,
x ∨ y = >) and distributive (∀x, y, z ∈ X .x ∧ (y ∨ y) = (x ∨ y) ∧ (x ∨ z)) lattice.



This means that, exactly as it happens for properties, we can check this kind of
hyperproperties on single executions: if we find at least one execution not satis-
fying the hyperproperty, then the whole system does not satisfy it. For example,

EvenlH
def
= ℘(Evenl) is the trace hyperproperty equivalent to trace property Evenl.

The hyperproperties which we can verify with standard trace semantics are
all and only the trace hyperproperties, as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 3. For every hyperproperty Hp:

Hp ∈ TRCHD ⇔ ∃P ∈ TRCPD ∀P ∈ systems . (P |= P⇔ P |= Hp)

Direction (⇒) holds since, by definition, Hp ∈ TRCHD implies Hp = ℘(
⋃

Hp), and
setting P =

⋃
Hp we have JP K ⊆

⋃
Hp ⇔ ℘(JP K) ⊆ ℘(

⋃
Hp) ⇔ JP K ∈ Hp. For

the converse (⇐) we give only an intuition. Take, for instance, Hp = {{a}, {b}} /∈
TRCHD, so ∀P ∈ TRCPD ∃P ∈ systems such that P |= P ⇔ P |= Hp do not hold.
Indeed, if P ∩

⋃
Hp ⊇ {a, b} consider JP K = {a, b}, then we have JP K ⊆ P

but JP K 6∈ Hp. Otherwise, if P ∩
⋃
Hp ⊇ {a} take JP K = {b}, otherwise take

JP K = {a}, in any case we can show that JP K ∈ Hp but JP K 6⊆ P.
We can further generalize this restriction, allowing us to preserve the possi-

bility of verifying hyperproperty on trace semantics at least for confutation. It
should be clear that, in the general case, we have to compute the whole seman-
tics JP K in order to verify (both validate and confute) the hyperproperty Hp.
However, it is worth noting that there is a particular kind of hyperproperties
that generalizes hypersafety and whose verification test can be simplified.

Definition 2 (Subset-closed hyperproperty). cHp ∈ GENHD is called a subset-
closed hyperproperty if cHp is such that X ∈ cHp⇒ (∀Y ⊆ X .Y ∈ cHp).

We denote with SSCHD the set of all subset-closed hyperproperties, i.e., SSCHD is
the set {cHp ∈ GENHD | X ∈ cHp⇒ (∀Y ⊆ X .Y ∈ cHp)}. Note that all trace hy-
perproperties are subset-closed but not vice-versa (one example is observational
determinism [22]). In particular, a subset-closed hyperproperty cHp is also a trace
hyperproperty if, in addition, it holds: X,Y ∈ cHp⇒ X ∪ Y ∈ cHp. It turns out
that lots of interesting hyperproperties are subset-closed, e.g., all hypersafety
and some hyperliveness [5]. In this case, validation becomes

P |= cHp ∈ SSCHD ⇔ ℘(JP K) ⊆ cHp ⇔ ∀X ⊆ JP K . X ∈ cHp

where JP KM
def
= ℘(JP K) is the strongest subset-closed hyperproperty of P . It is

clear that this does not change the validation of cHp, but it may in general
simplify the confutation, since we do not need the whole semantics JP K: it is
sufficient to find a X ⊆ JP K such that X 6∈ cHp in order to imply {JP K} 6⊆ cHp. A
subset-closed hyperproperty for D = S×S⊥ which is not a trace hyperproperty is

termination insensitive non-interference TINI
def
= {X ⊆ ℘(D) | ∀s, s′ ∈ X . s` =L

s′` ⇒ (sa = ⊥ ∨ s′a = ⊥ ∨ sa =L s
′
a)} [5], stating that, each pair of executions

agreeing on public variables (L) in input (`), must terminate agreeing on public
variables in output (a). The program in Example 1, with typing Γ (l) = L, Γ (h) =
H, satisfies TINI since all terminating traces provides the same value for l, i.e.,



τ∞[P ] ∈ TINI. In [5], the authors proved that TINI is 2-hypersafety, hence it is
subset-closed, and, conversely, they proved that GNI is not subset-closed.

Finally, we can provide a further characterization of subset-closed hyperprop-
erties as union of trace hyperproperties.

Proposition 1. Every subset-closed hyperproperty cHp can be decomposed in a
conjunction of trace hyperproperties, namely:

cHp =
⋃

Y ∈max⊆(cHp)

℘(Y ) with max⊆(X )
def
=

{
X ∈ X

∣∣∣∣ ∀X ′ ∈ X .X ⊆ X ′ ⇒ X = X ′

}
where max⊆(X ) is the set of maximals of ⊆-chains in X .

Clearly, for all Y in max⊆(cHp), it holds ℘(
⋃
℘(Y )) = ℘(Y ) so ℘(Y ) is a trace

hyperproperty. Hence any subset-closed hyperproperty can be characterized as
cHp =

⋃
i∈∆ tHpi (for a set ∆ ⊆ N). This implies that, in order to validate cHp

on standard trace semantics it is sufficient to validate just one of these tHpi. In
fact, if P |= tHpi, i.e., JP K ∈ tHpi, then JP K ∈ cHp and hence P |= cHp.

4.2 Hyperproperties Relations and Algebraic Structures

In this section, we show the relations existing among the notions of hyperprop-
erties we have introduced. Moreover, we describe the algebraic structures of
hyperproperties domains. In the following, we omit the subscript of proper-
ties/hyperproperties domain when it is clear from the context or not relevant.

It is straightforward to note that TRCH ( SSCH ( GENH and that SSCH (and
therefore TRCH) do not contain ∅. Indeed the empty set has no members, so it
cannot be subset-closed. In addition, the unique singleton subset-closed is {∅}.

Now let ρ? be the function λX . γ? ◦ α?(X ), where α?
def
= λX .

⋃
X and γ?

def
=

λX .℘(X), and let ρM be the function λX . {X | ∃Y ∈ X . X ⊆ Y }. It is easy to
note that they are both upper closure operators of GENH (i.e., monotone operators
in ℘(℘(D)) −→ ℘(℘(D)) which are extensive and idempotent)8.

Proposition 2. SSCH = ρM(GENH) and TRCH = ρ?(GEN
H) = ρ?(SSC

H).

Note that 〈SSCH,⊆,∪,∩, {∅}, ℘(D)〉 is a complete lattice, where the bottom is
{∅} because ∅ is contained in every subset-closed set and the top is ℘(D) be-
cause it is the top of GENH and it is subset-closed. For the same reasons they are
the bottom and the top of the complete lattice 〈TRCH,⊆,∪,∩, {∅}, ℘(D)〉, which
is the sublattice of SSCH (and GENH) comprising its boolean algebras. Finally, it
is straightforward to note that TRCH is isomorphic, through 〈α?, γ?〉, to TRCP.
The big picture is depicted by the commutative diagram in Fig. 2. Recall that
the approximation order plays the role of implication. So the strongest hyper-
property, i.e., the one which implies any other hyperproperty, is ∅ for GENH and
{∅} for SSCH, TRCH. Conversely, the weakest hyperproperty, i.e., the one which is
implied by any other one, is ℘(D) for GENH, SSCH, TRCH. For what concerns TRCP,
it is isomorphic to TRCH hence the strongest trace property is α?({∅}) = ∅ and
the weakest is α?(℘(D)) = D, as expected.

8 The adjunction 〈α?, γ?〉 and its link with systems properties were already introduced
in [3] (their 〈αhpp, γhpp〉) and even before in [13] (their 〈αΘ, γΘ〉).



〈GENH,⊆,∪,∩,∅, ℘(D)〉 −−−→−→←−−−−
ρM

id 〈SSCH,⊆,∪,∩, {∅}, ℘(D)〉 −−−→−→←−−−−
ρ?

id 〈TRCH,⊆,∪,∩, {∅}, ℘(D)〉

〈TRCP,⊆,∪,∩,∅,D〉

−−
→−→

←−
−−
−

α?γ?

−−−
−−−
−→−→

←−
−−−
−−−
−

α?
γ?

−−−−−−−→−→

←←−−−−−−−−
γ
?

α
?

Fig. 2. Relations between hyperproperties

5 Approximating Hyperproperties Verification

In this section, we investigate how we can approximate hyperproperty verifica-
tion. Let us briefly recall how we can approximate standard property verification.
In order to cope with the potential non decidability of trace properties verifica-
tion, approximation of systems semantics is necessary. In the standard framework
of abstract interpretation [8, 9] we can compute a sound over-approximation
O ⊇ JP K of a system semantics allowing sound validation of trace properties
(Fig. 3, part [a]). This is obtained by means of an abstraction of the concrete
domain, where the abstract semantics plays the role of the over-approximation.
Let P be a system, Â ⊆ TRCP an abstract domain, P ∈ TRCP a trace property

and JP K] an abstract interpretation of JP K in Â, i.e., JP K ⊆ γ̂(JP K]), then:

〈TRCP,⊆〉 −−−→←−−−
α̂

γ̂
〈Â,4〉 and γ̂(JP K]) ⊆ P implies P |= P

Recall that, by under-approximation we can improve decidability of the confu-
tation of a property, since if U ⊆ JP K and U 6⊆ P then we have that JP K 6|= P.
At this point, we can show that trace hyperproperties can be verified in the
standard analysis framework based on abstract interpretation.

Proposition 3. Let P be a system, Â ⊆ TRCP be an abstract domain, tHp ∈ TRCH

be a trace hyperproperty and JP K] be an abstraction of JP K in Â, i.e., JP K ⊆
γ̂(JP K]), then 〈TRCP,⊆〉 −−−→←−−−

α̂

γ̂
〈Â,4〉 and γ̂(JP K]) ⊆

⋃
tHp implies P |= tHp.

Hence, we can still use standard analysis based on over-approximation for veri-
fying trace hyperproperties. Moreover, when dealing with confutation of proper-
ties, also in this case we can use under-approximation in the standard way, since
if we have U ⊆ JP K and U 6⊆

⋃
tHp then still we can derive that P 6|= tHp.

a

JP K

⊆

P

⇑

O ⊇ JP K

⊆

P

b

∈

JP K

Hp

⇔

⊆

{JP K}

Hp

c
⇑��

∈

O ⊇ JP K

Hp

⇔

⇑
⊆

O ⊇ {JP K}

Hp

Fig. 3. Over-approximation of trace properties [a] and hyperproperties [b]



a

abstraction verification of
P ∈ TRCP

〈TRCP,⊆〉

−−−→
←−−−α̂ γ̂

〈Â,4〉

b

concretization

abstraction

verification of
Hp ∈ GENH

〈TRCP,⊆〉

−−−
−→−→←−−
−−−
α?

γ?

〈GENH,⊆〉
−−−−−→
←−−−−−α̃

γ̃

〈Ã,-〉

Fig. 4. Verification (abstract interpretation) of properties [a] and hyperproperties [b]

Unfortunately, when we do not have restrictions on hyperproperties, stan-
dard trace semantics, in general, does not provide enough information for ap-
proximating verification, since O ⊇ JP K∧O ∈ Hp 6⇒ JP K ∈ Hp (Fig. 3, part [b]
on the left). Over-approximations do not work properly because we are approx-
imating on the wrong domain. Indeed, if we move towards GENH (or SSCH), then
O ⊇ {JP K} ∧ O ⊆ Hp ⇒ {JP K} ⊆ Hp, i.e., JP K ∈ Hp (Fig. 3, part [b] on the
right). The problem is due to the fact that the property is defined on the domain
GENH, different from the domain TRCP, where the system semantics is computed.

The idea we propose in the following sections, consists in moving the systems
semantics on a more concrete domain, i.e., we build the semantics at the same
level of the properties, namely at the hyper level. In this way, we can exploit
the abstract interpretation framework even for approximating hyperproperties
verification. Our goal is to define the system P semantics on the hyper level, i.e.,
we define the hyper semantics JP KH such that {JP K} ⊆ JP KH.

An over-approximation of JP KH clearly leads to a sound verification mecha-

nism for hyperproperties. In fact, let P be a system, Ã ⊆ GENH be an abstract

domain, Hp ∈ GENH be an hyperproperty, JP KH be a semantics on GENH and JP K]H
be an abstract interpretation of JP KH in Ã, i.e., JP KH ⊆ γ̃(JP K]H), then:

〈GENH,⊆〉 −−−→←−−−
α̃

γ̃
〈Ã,-〉 and γ̃(JP K]H) ⊆ Hp imply P |= Hp

Hence, we build an hyper semantics of the system, and then we can over-
approximate it in some abstraction of the hyper domain. This is depicted in
Fig. 4, where in [a] we have the standard case and in [b] the hyper case.

6 Hyperhierarchy of Semantics

In Sect. 2.3 we introduced the hierarchy of semantics proposed in [7], where most
well known semantics have been related by Galois insertions. In this section, we
aim at extending this hierarchy in order to include an hyper level of semantics
suitable for hyperproperties verification. The intuition of lifting the classical
hierarchy of semantics to sets of sets was already present in [3], where it was
just sketched. Here we analyze the problem in a deeper and comprehensive way.
Note that, as observed in Sect. 4.2, we have different notions of hyperproperties,
implying different possible approaches for verification. We do not have precisely
the same distinction when dealing with systems semantics.



6.1 Defining Hypersemantics

In the following, we indicate with JP K a generic standard semantics of the system
P , namely an element of the standard hierarchy, as we have done in Sect. 4. So,
for instance, JP K can stand for τ ~∞[P ], or it can stand for τ+

[P ], etc..

Subset-closed and generic hypersemantics. The first level comprises subset-closed
systems semantics. This means that every element of this hierarchy, which is
parametric by systems denotations (D) as in the standard case, is in the set
SSCH. It turns out that, given a system P , its subset-closed hypersemantics is
JP KM = ℘(JP K), which is indeed its strongest subset-closed hyperproperty. This
happens because any semantics have a maximal set of computations, therefore
an SSCH semantics is in particular a boolean algebra.

The second level comprises generic systems hypersemantics. This means that
every element of this hierarchy, which is again parametric on systems denotations
(D), is in GENH. It turns out that, given a system P , its generic hypersemantics
is JP K♦ = {JP K}, which is indeed its strongest generic hyperproperty.

It is worth nothing that, JP KM ∈ SSCH and JP K♦ ∈ GENH do not give us more
information on the executions of P than JP K, being isomorphic to JP K. Namely
these parallel hierarchies does not provide different observables, but only new
verification methods for hyperproperties. In particular, over-approximations of
hypersemantics on these more expressive semantic levels, provide verification
methods for subset-closed and generic hyperproperties. We cannot verify these
hyperproperties within the standard hierarchy of semantics.

Post/Pre hypersemantics. In the previous sections, we considered only hyperse-
mantics isomorphic to standard ones. It is clear, that the hyper level is indeed
strictly more concrete than the standard level, hence we aim at defining hyper
semantics strictly more expressive than standard ones. In particular, we can
extends to the hyper levels both the maximal trace semantics and the partial
trace semantics and we observe how we can exploit the expressiveness of these
semantics when dealing with hyperproperties verification.
The Post hypersemantics τ ~∞post is defined as:

τ ~∞post
def
=
{{⋃

n>0 τ
~n
X ∪ τ~ω

} ∣∣∣ X ⊆ Ω} where τ~nX
def
= {σ ∈ τ~n | σn−1 ∈ X}

The Pre hypersemantics τ ~∝pre is defined as:

τ ~∝pre
def
=
{{⋃

n>0 τ
~̇n
X

} ∣∣∣ X ⊆ Υ ∧X 6= ∅
}

where τ ~̇nX
def
= {σ ∈ τ ~̇n | σ0 ∈ X}

The first collects the sets of maximals (terminating) computations partitioned
by all the possible sets of final states, plus the infinite computations of course.
This is a backward semantics and intuitively says which initial states we need
to take in order to reach some given final states. The second do the opposite,
namely it collects the sets of partial (finite) computations partitioned by all the
possible sets of initial states. This is a forward semantics and intuitively says
which partial computations we obtain starting from some given initial states.



Example 2. As example, consider the transition system with Σ = {a, b, c, d, e},
τ = {〈a, b〉, 〈a, c〉, 〈b, d〉, 〈c, c〉, 〈e, b〉, 〈e, e〉}, Υ = {a, e} and Ω = {d}. Then

τ ~∞ = {d, bd, abd} ∪ {enbd}n≥1 ∪ {cω, acω, eω}
τ ~∝ = {a, ab, abd} ∪ {acn}n≥1 ∪ {en}n≥1 ∪ {enb}n≥1 ∪ {enbd}n≥1

The hyper versions are

τ ~∞post =
{
τ ~∞, {cω, acω, eω}

}
τ ~∝pre =

{
τ ~∝, {a, ab, abd} ∪ {acn}n≥1, {en}n≥1 ∪ {enb}n≥1 ∪ {enbd}n≥1

}
being ℘(Ω) =

{
{d},∅

}
and ℘(Υ ) \ {∅} =

{
{a, e}, {a}, {e}

}
.

These hypersemantics can be used for partially verifying hyperproperties, since
they provide the semantics parametrically on the subsets of blocking/initial
states. Suppose that, instead of checking whether a system fulfills an hyper-
property Hp, we want to check when a system fulfills it. The problem boils down
to analyze the intersection τ ~∞post ∩Hp [or τ ~∝pre ∩Hp]. If the intersection is ∅ then

the answer is “never”, if the answer is τ ~∞post [or τ ~∝pre] then P |= Hp, otherwise
we have that for particular final states [initial states] the system satisfies the
hyperproperty. Hence we have a form of partial satisfiability. This is in practice
useful, for example when we want to know under what conditions we can still
use an unsafe system.

The hyperhierarchy. Up to now, we simply reasoned on single semantics. Finally,
we can show that the whole hierarchy of standard semantics can be lifted on
the hyper levels, preserving all the abstraction relations between semantics. In
the standard hierarchy, τ ~∞ and τ ~+ (and hence all their relational/denotational
abstractions) are backward semantics in the sense they are suffix-closed [11].
This means that they represents systems executions with complete traces and
all their suffixes. Instead, the semantics τ ~∝ is forward in the sense it is prefix-
closed [13]. This means that it represents systems executions with all the partial
computations starting from initial states (i.e., trace prefixes).

Note that all the semantics in the standard hierarchy are abstractions of τ ~∞

and, analogously, every hypersemantics is an abstraction of τ ~∞post.

Proposition 4. Let y ∈ { ~∞, ~+, ~∝,∞,+, \, [}, let α be such that τy = α(τ ~∞) in

the standard hierarchy of semantics, and let α�
def
= λX . {α(X) | X ∈ X}, then:

τypost = α�(τ ~∞post) and α ◦ α? = α? ◦ α�

The subset-closed (M) and generic (�) hypersemantics are isomorphic to the stan-
dard ones, trough 〈α?, γ?〉 and 〈α?, λX . {X}〉 respectively. This means that for
these hypersemantics the commutativity trivially holds. So, lifting to sets the
abstraction function used to go from a semantics to another semantics, in the
standard hierarchy, results in an abstraction between the respective hyperseman-
tics at the hyper level. Prop. 4 justifies Fig. 1, where an arrow between semantics
means that there is an abstraction relation, while a double arrow means that the



semantics are isomorphic. On the left we have the standard hierarchy and on the
right the hyper levels. The central level represents subset-closed (M) and generic
(�) hypersemantics, which are isomorphic to standard semantics. This allows us,
with the same information, to gain expressiveness in verification. On the right,
we have the level of post/pre hypersemantics, namely semantics which contains
strictly more information w.r.t. the standard ones and which can be used for par-
tial verification. From these hypersemantics we obtain the standard ones through
the abstraction 〈α?, γ?〉 and hence, by composition with the isomorphism, also
subset-closed (M) and generic (�) hypersemantics are abstractions of them.

6.2 Computing Hypersemantics

In this section, we show how we can compute the semantics at the hyper levels,
similarly to what happens in the standard hierarchy of semantics [7], where each
semantics is obtained as fixpoint of a monotone operator.

Computing hypersemantics by using bcc and additive lift. Suppose we are inter-
ested in computing the standard semantics at the hyper level. In this case, our
aim is simply to emulate the standard semantics computation on the hyper level.
This may be considered useful for approximating computation when dealing with
hyperproperty verification, as explained in Sect. 5. In this case we have to trans-
fer the fixpoint computation from the abstract domain of standard semantics,
to the concrete domain of hypersemantics, and we can follow two possible ways:
we can use the best complete concretization (bcc) of the standard semantic op-
erator, or we can lift the operator to sets. Basically, we aim at computing by
fixpoint a semantics JP KH (one of the semantics in Fig. 1, on the central level),
namely we want to find a monotone operator FH : ℘(℘(D)) −→ ℘(℘(D)), such
that JP KH = lfp FH, built on top of the standard semantics operator F .

First, consider FH
def
= FM = γ? ◦F ◦α? (namely we apply Thm. 2 considering

FM as the best complete concretization of F ). Since γ? is a strict Scott-continuous
concretization map between 〈TRCP,⊆,∪,∩,∅,D〉 and 〈SSCH,⊆,∪,∩, {∅}, ℘(D)〉
and the forward completeness holds by definition, we can apply Thm. 1 and
hence γ?(lfp

⊆
∅F ) = lfp⊆{∅}FM, i.e., γ?(JP K) = ℘(JP K) = JP KM = lfp⊆{∅}FM. Indeed

FM is ⊆-monotone and F 0
M({∅}) = {∅} ⊆ F 1

M({∅}) = ℘(F (∅)) ⊆ F 2
M({∅}) =

℘(F 2(∅)) ⊆ . . . FnM ({∅}) =℘(Fn(∅)) since, for every n, Fn(∅) ⊆ Fn+1(∅). It
should be clear that, with this operator, we move inside elements of TRCH, which
is a strict subset of SSCH.

The second choice consists in defining FH as the additive lift of F , i.e.,

FH
def
= F♦ = λX . {F (X) | X ∈ X}. Unfortunately, the lift does not guaran-

tee monotonicity. Indeed the iterates of F♦ from the bottom are: F 0
♦(∅) = ∅,

F 1
♦(∅) = {∅}, F 2

♦(∅) = {F (∅)}, . . .Fn♦ (∅) = {Fn−1(∅)}. Clearly the iterates
do not form an increasing ⊆-chain and so 〈F♦, GENH,⊆〉 is not a fixpoint seman-
tics specification. In this case we need to change the computational domain. Let
us consider the following computational order ⊆?:

X ⊆? Y
def
=

(X = ∅ ∨ (∀X ∈ X ∃Y ∈ Y . X ⊆ Y )) ∧
(Y = ∅ ∨ ((∀Y ∈ Y ∃X ∈ X . Y ⊆ X)⇒ X = Y))

(1)



Namely, for each element X ∈ X there exists an element of Y in the ⊆ relation
with X (the second conjunction just forces antisymmetry). Furthermore, the
equalities with the empty-set add the axiom ∅ ⊆? ∅ ⊆? X , for any X . The
bottom is ∅ and the (partial) least upper bound is ∪? defined as:

X ∪? Y def
=
{X ∪ Y | X ∈ X ∧ Y ∈ Y ∧ (X ⊆ Y ∨ Y ⊆ X)} ∪
{X | X ∈ X ∧ (Y = ∅ ∨ ∀Y ∈ Y . (X 6⊆ Y ∧ Y 6⊆ X))} ∪
{Y | Y ∈ Y ∧ (X = ∅ ∨ ∀X ∈ X . (Y 6⊆ X ∧X 6⊆ Y ))}

(2)

The lub makes the union of the elements of X and Y which are in relation ⊆, and
adds all the other elements of both sets, as they are. The domain 〈GENH,⊆?,∪? ,∅〉
is a pointed DCPO with (partial) lub and bottom, indeed we have ∅ ⊆? X for
every X ∈ GENH and X ⊆? Y implies X∪?Y = Y. Then we have that 〈F♦, GENH,⊆?〉
is a fixpoint semantic specification, since F♦ is ⊆?-monotone.

Proposition 5. If 〈F, TRCP,⊆〉 and JP K = lfp⊆∅F =
⋃
n>0 F

n(∅) then we have:

〈F♦, GENH,⊆?〉 and JP K♦ = lfp⊆?∅ F♦ =
⋃
? n>0F

n
♦ (∅) = {JP K}.

Also in this case we simply compute standard semantics on the hyperlevel, but
we do not really exploit the more concrete level at which we are computing the
semantics. In other words, as before, we are emulating the standard computation
on the generic hypersemantics domain. Indeed, the semantics JP K♦ is isomorphic
to the standard semantics JP K.

Computing Post/Pre hypersemantics. Here, we aim at exploiting the concrete
domain on which we are computing by defining new operators moving freely
among elements of GENH and not only on elements of TRCH. We consider only
one case for the backward hypersemantics, the most concrete, but the others are
similar. We take D = S ~∞, so let

F ~∞
post

def
= λX .

{
X ∪Σ~ω

∣∣ X ⊆ τ~1} t? ~∞ {X t ~∞ τ
~̇2 _X

∣∣ X ∈ X}
Then we have that τ ~∞post = lfp

v ~∞?
{Σ~ω}

F ~∞
post =

⊔
?
~∞
n>0F

~∞
post

n
({Σ~ω}). Where v ~∞

? is de-
fined as in Eq. 1, substituting ⊆ with v ~∞ in the definition, the lub t? ~∞ is defined
as in Eq. 2, substituting ∪ with t ~∞ in the definition and the bottom is {Σ~ω}.
Analogously, we can do the same for the forward case. Here we have only one
case, hence we take D = S ~∝ and we have τ ~∝pre = lfp⊆?∅ F ~∝

pre =
⋃
? n>0F

~∝
pre

n
(∅),

where

F ~∝
pre

def
= λX . (℘(Υ ) \ {∅}) ∪?

{
X ∪X _ τ

~̇2
∣∣ X ∈ X}

We can show that the standard operator F ~∞ is the fixpoint transfer (on the ab-
stract domain of standard semantics), by means of the Galois insertion 〈α?, γ?〉,
of the concrete semantic operator F ~∞

post. Analogously, transferring the operator
F ~∝
pre on the standard semantic domain, we fall back on F ~∝.

Theorem 4. The following hold:

1. lfpv
~∞

Σ~ω
F ~∞ = α?(lfp

v ~∞?
{Σ~ω}

F ~∞
post) = α?(τ

~∞
post) and F ~∞ ◦ α? = α? ◦ F ~∞

post.

2. lfp⊆∅F
~∝ = α?(lfp

⊆?
∅ F ~∝

pre) = α?(τ
~∝
pre) and F ~∝ ◦ α? = α? ◦ F ~∝

pre.



7 Concluding: Hypersemantics Around Us

In this work, we have introduced a formal framework for modeling system se-
mantics at the same level of hyperproperties. These more expressive semantics
not only allow us to provide weaker forms of satisfiability, as shown in Sect. 6,
but provide a promising methodology allowing us to lift static analysis (for hy-
perproperties) directly at the hyper level. We believe that this approach could
provide a deep insight and useful formal tools also for tackling the problem of
analyzing analyzers, aiming at systematically analyzing static analyses [16].

Finally, we present two verification methods that, explicitly or implicitly, can
be generalized in our work. The first is an ad-hoc hypersemantics of programs [3],
made for the verification of information flow policies. The second is the classical
framework of static analysis for program properties verification [9].

7.1 Hypercollecting Semantics

As observed in the previous sections, there is an hyper hierarchies of semantics
that mimic the standard one in more expressive domains. This gain of expres-
siveness allows us to verify (by over-approximation) hyperproperties.

To the best of our knowledge, the only work that perform verification by
mean of abstract interpretation exploiting the full expressiveness of hyperprop-
erties is [3]. They deal with information flow policies that are k-hypersafety and
they focus on the definition of the abstract domains over sets of sets needed for
the analysis. They proposed an ad-hoc hypersemantics (termed hypercollecting
semantics) to show how to apply the abstract interpretation framework. This
semantics is computed denotationally starting from the code of the program to
analyze (their systems are programs of a toy programming language) and it is
used to verify some information flow policies, such as some formulations of non-
interference. In order to perform information flow verification, they consider the
domain of finite relational traces, namely ℘(S × S) (their ℘(Trc)), or better its
hyper version, namely ℘(℘(S×S)) (their ℘(℘(Trc))). States are maps from vari-
ables to values, i.e., S = Var −→ Val (their States). Their semantics computes,
denotationally, the angelic relational semantics τ+

[P ], in the Cousot hierarchy.
More formally, for every program P , the collecting semantics {|P |}IniTrc of [3],
where IniTrc is the set of all possible inputs9, is τ+

[P ] in the standard hierarchy
of semantics ([3], Sect. 2). Then they propose the hypercollecting semantics L·M
such that {|P |}X ∈ LP M{X} (this implies {τ+

[P ]} ⊆ LP M{IniTrc}).

Proposition 6. LP M℘(IniTrc) = τ+
M [P ].

Hence, the hypercollecting semantics proposed in [3], starting from ℘(IniTrc)10,
is exactly the hyper angelic relational semantics τ+

M [P ] in our hyper hierarchy.
Let us consider, now, the computation of the semantics for a program P for

the verification of a given property. We can observe that Prop. 6 guarantees

9 Precisely is the set of all pairs 〈σ, σ〉 where σ is an initial state.
10 ℘(IniTrc) is the concretization of IniTrc to set of sets, i.e., ℘(IniTrc) = γ?(IniTrc).



the equivalence of these two semantics for property verification only for subset-
closed hyper property, while for general hyperproperty the two semantics are not
comparable. In particular, let cHp ∈ SSCH, we can observe that

P |= cHp ⇔ τ+
M [P ] ⊆ cHp ⇔ LP M℘(IniTrc) ⊆ cHp ⇔ LP M{IniTrc} ⊆ cHp

where the first implication holds for our definition of verification, the second
holds by Prop. 6 and the third one holds since the hyperproperty is subset-
closed. On the other hand, if we consider a generic hyper property Hp ∈ GENH

the last implication does not hold in general. In particular, the hypercollecting
semantics is the additive lift of the standard semantics for all commands except
the while. Indeed, as also the authors underline, when the program contains a
loop their semantics adds the sets of traces that exit the loop at each iteration
([3], Sec. 4). For this reason, the hypercollecting semantics is not complete for
generic hyperproperties verification.

Example 3. Let P
def
= while (x < 2) do {x := x + 1 }, with the unique variable

x ranging over the values {0, 1, 2}. Then IniTrc = {〈0, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉, 〈2, 2〉}, where
〈v, v′〉 is a concise representation of the couple of mapping (i.e., States) 〈x 7→
v, x 7→ v′〉. The angelic relational semantics of c is τ+

[P ] = {〈0, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉, 〈2, 2〉},
which is exactly {|P |}IniTrc. The hypercollecting semantics LP M℘(IniTrc) is
computed as follow. The least fixpoint of the while is the set of sets of traces:

℘(IniTrc) ∪
{
{〈0, 1〉}, {〈1, 2〉}, {〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 2〉}, {〈0, 1〉, 〈2, 2〉}, {〈1, 2〉, 〈2, 2〉}, {〈0, 2〉},
{〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 2〉, 〈2, 2〉}, {〈0, 2〉, 〈2, 2〉}, {〈0, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉}, {〈0, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉, 〈2, 2〉}

}

At the while exit we have to keep only the traces making false the guard [3], i.e.,

LP M℘(IniTrc) =

{
∅, {〈2, 2〉}, {〈1, 2〉}, {〈1, 2〉, 〈2, 2〉}, {〈0, 2〉}, {〈0, 2〉, 〈2, 2〉},

{〈0, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉}, {〈0, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉, 〈2, 2〉}

}

which is exactly ℘({|P |}IniTrc) = ℘(τ+
[P ]) = τ+

M [P ].

7.2 Standard Static Program Analysis

In the literature, standard static program analysis has been modeled as reacha-
bility analysis, since the collected values are all the reachable values for a variable.
Assume that 〈Σ,Υ,Ω, τ〉 is the transition system associated to the program P ,
and Ψ ⊆ Υ is a subset of initial states. Static analysis can be seen as the charac-
terization, potentially approximated, of the set of reachable states from initial Ψ ,
i.e., τ r(Ψ) = {ς | ∃σ ∈ τ ~∞, i ∈ N . σ0 ∈ Ψ ∧σi = ς}, which provides a, potentially
approximated, invariant of the program [9]. In order to properly model flow-
sensitive static analysis, where we look for invariants for each program point,
we can simply consider a more concrete definition of state, which is not simply
a memory, i.e., an element of M = Var −→ Val, but it is a pair associating with
each program point a memory [9]. Formally, given a program P , its possible

states are ΣP
def
= LP ×M, where LP is the set of program points in P . When

we move towards approximation, instead of manipulating states we manipulate
sets of states, i.e., elements of ℘(ΣP ), for which holds the following

℘(LP ×M) ∼= LP → ℘(M) = LP → ℘(Var −→ Val)



Let ι : ℘(ΣP ) → (LP → ℘(Var −→ Val)) be such an isomorphism, then ι(τ r(Ψ))
is a map associating each program point with the set of all “reached” memo-
ries, in the computations starting from Ψ . In [20] the author shows that this
semantics corresponds to the solution of a system of equations generated from
the program syntax. Static analysis abstracts this semantics considering the map
associating with each variable all the values “reached”, for each program point,
in the computations starting in Ψ . This abstraction is αc = λf . (λl .

∨̇
f(l)),

where
∨̇
{gi}

def
= λx .

⋃
i gi(x). So the composition αc ◦ ι is a function in ℘(ΣP )→

(LP → (Var −→ ℘(Val)). We denote with αι,c this composition.

Example 4. Consider a program with two variables, x and y, the memory is the
association of a natural value to these variables, i.e., [x 7→ v1, y 7→ v2], that we
denote concisely with (v1; v2). A state is an association between a program point
and a memory, i.e., imi meaning that with the i-th program point is associated
the memory mi. Hence, consider the following transition system: (suppose we
have only three program points)

Σ =


a

〈1(1; 2),
2
(1; 3),

3
(2; 3)〉,

b

〈1(1; 2),
2
(1; 4),

3
(2; 3)〉,

c

〈1(1; 2),
2
(1; 4),

3
(3; 4)〉

〈1(2; 2),
2
(2; 3),

3
(3; 3)〉

d

, 〈1(2; 2),
2
(2; 4),

3
(3; 3)〉

e

, 〈1(2; 2),
2
(2; 4),

3
(4; 4)〉

f


Υ = {a, d} Ω = {c, f} τ = {〈a, b〉, 〈b, c〉, 〈d, e〉, 〈e, f〉}

Hence, αι,c(Σ) = 〈1({1, 2}; {2}), 2({1, 2}; {3, 4}), 3({2, 3, 4}; {3, 4})〉.

At this point, we can observe that the semantics of an (abstract) interpreter of
a program P is an abstraction of the hypersemantics of P . First of all, note that
τ r(Ψ) is an abstraction of τ ~∝, through the function λX .αr({σ ∈ X | σ0 ∈ Ψ}),
where αr

def
= λX . {ς | ∃σ ∈ X, i ∈ N . σi = ς} [13]. Analogously, we show that the

semantics of an abstract interpreter, associating with each possible subset of ini-
tial states, the corresponding reachable states, is an abstraction of τ ~∝pre ⊆ ℘(Σ

~+
P ).

As usual, we obtain abstract invariants in the abstract domain A exploiting a

Galois insertion 〈℘(Val),⊆〉 −−−→−→←−−−−
α

γ
〈A,4〉.

Proposition 7. The semantics of the abstract interpreter w.r.t. abstract domain
A is αAι,c� ◦ αr�(τ ~∝pre)11, i.e., it is an abstraction of the hypersemantics τ ~∝pre.

Example 5. Consider Example 4. Then τ ~∝ = {a, ab, abc, d, de, def} and τ ~∝pre =

{{a, ab, abc}, {d, de, def}, τ ~∝}. We do not consider any abstraction A, then:

αι,c ◦ αr(τ
~∝

) = αι,c({a, b, c, d, e, f}) = 〈1({1, 2}; {2}), 2({1, 2}; {3, 4}), 3({2, 3, 4}; {3, 4})〉

αι,c ◦ αr({a, ab, abc}) = αι,c({a, b, c}) = 〈1({1}; {2}), 2({1}; {3, 4}), 3({2, 3}; {3, 4})〉

αι,c ◦ αr({d, de, def}) = αι,c({d, e, f}) = 〈1({2}; {2}), 2({2}; {3, 4}), 3({3, 4}; {3, 4})〉

Hence, the set of invariants, depending on the set of initial states, is:

αι,c� ◦ αr�(τ ~∝pre) =

 〈
1({1, 2}; {2}), 2({1, 2}; {3, 4}), 3({2, 3, 4}; {3, 4})〉,
〈1({1}; {2}), 2({1}; {3, 4}), 3({2, 3}; {3, 4})〉,
〈1({2}; {2}), 2({2}; {3, 4}), 3({3, 4}; {3, 4})〉,


11 αAι,c returns abstract invariants maps, i.e., αAι,c ∈ ℘(ΣP )→ (LP → (Var −→ A)).
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